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. Invited Talk — From Exemplar to Grammar, Rens Bod

While rules and exemplars are usually viewed as opposites, the
data-oriented parsing (DOP) approach argues that they are end
points of the same distribution. By representing both rules and ex-
emplars as subtrees, DOP takes into account fluid middle ground
between the two extremes. This insight is the starting point for a
new theory of language learning, termed U-DOP, which maximizes
a novel notion of “structural analogy” between a sentence and pre-
vious sentences. U-DOP is based on the following idea: if a language
learner does not know which syntactic tree structure should be as-
signed to a sentence, s/he initially allows for all possible (finite) tree
structures and lets linguistic experience decide which is the most
probable tree structure. We will show that U-DOP can learn both
rule-based and exemplar-based aspects of language, ranging from
agreement and “movement” phenomena to idiosyncratic construc-
tions and collocations. It turns out that syntactic facets can emerge
from analogical matching without hearing the particular facet in the
linguistic data and without having to assume that it is hard-wired
in the mind. We will compare U-DOP to other learning models and
discuss some experiments with English, German and Mandarin data.
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. Invited Talk — Multiple Coordination: Meaning Composi-

tion vs. the Syntax-Semantics Interface, Yoad Winter
Multiple coordinations like tall (and) thin and happy raise ques-

tions that are central for the study of recursion and iteration in
the theory of language, as well as for our understanding of the
phonology-syntax-semantics interface. This paper argues that co-
ordinations of the form A, B coor C involve a flat (iterative) inter-
pretation process. By contrast, the repetition of the coordinator in
constructions like A coor B coor C standardly leads to structural
embedding (and the ensuing ambiguity) using recursive application
of syntactic rules. This iterative/recursive distinction is illustrated in
the different prosodic strategies with the two kinds of constructions,
as well as with numerous semantic effects. At the same time, new
evidence are shown that flat constructions of the first kind, with a
single coordinator, allow recursion at an abstract semantic level on
top of the iterative interface with phonology and syntax. This recur-
sion at the semantic level, which appears in tandem with iteration
at other levels, reveals a unique probe for classifying covert opera-
tors as syntactically-driven or purely semantic-conceptual. It will be
argued that a level of ambiguity that is very similar to traditional
structural ambiguity is operational at the semantic level as well.

. Prosodic Phrasing in HPSG, Felix Bildhauer
This paper proposes to use a flat representation for prosodic con-

stituents in HPSG, instead of nested structures. A limited number
of levels of prosodic phrasing is assumed, and the boundaries of
prosodic constituents are represented by boolean valued features.
Information about instantiation of these values may come from dif-
ferent sources (syntactic, pragmatic, prosodic, other). It is shown
that the representation suggested here lends itself to a straightfor-
ward account of intonational contours and is well-suited to integrate
notions of information structure. The paper centres on Spanish data,
but the approach taken here seems extendible to cover other lan-
guages as well.
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. Multimodal Categorial Dependency Grammars, Alexander
Dikovsky

Recently introduced Generalized Categorial Dependency gram-
mars (gCDG) define discontinuous dependencies using polarized va-
lencies (left/right, positive/negative) and a simple valencies pairing
principle FA: “for each valency, the corresponding one is the clos-
est dual valency in the indicated direction.” This principle explains
many well known discontinuous dependencies, but it does not apply
to the cross-serial dependencies in Dutch. As simple as they are, the
gCDG are very expressive: they generate all CF and various non-CF
languages, in particular MIX. This means that probably, they are
incomparable with the mildly CS languages. gCDG-languages form
an AFL and have a polynomial time parsing algorithm.

In this paper, we introduce into gCDGs a multimodal architec-
ture considering valency pairing principles as modes and admitting
different principles for individual discontinuous dependencies. In par-
ticular, we introduce for cross-serial dependencies a special valency
pairing principle FC: “first cross dual valency in the indicated direc-
tion.” We prove that it is as efficient as FA and, in this way, obtain
an efficient polynomial time parsing algorithm for the multimodal
gCDGs under the two valency pairing principles.

. Generating Control Languages with Abstract Categorial

Grammars, Makoto Kanazawa and Sylvain Salvati

We show that the class of level-k control languages, as defined
by Weir, is properly included in the class of 2k−1-multiple context-
free languages. The proof of inclusion uses a representation of the
set of derivation trees for a level-k control language in terms of a
second-order abstract categorial grammar.

. Scoping and Recursive Modification in Type-Logical Lexical

Functional Grammar, Miltiadis Kokkonidis

Type-Logical Lexical Functional Grammar (TL-LFG) combines
the extreme lexicalism and tight relationship between syntactic and
semantic construction of Type-Logical Categorial Grammar with
the virtues of having functional structure at the core of syntactic
analyses. While much of LFG’s machinery (including c-structure
and phrase structure rules) is absent from TL-LFG, functional con-
straints and functional uncertainty in particular have been preserved.
This paper presents fragments of an analysis of modification. Partic-
ular attention is given to the scope and ordering of non-intersective
modifiers and to recursive modification. These analyses highlight
the synergy between the underlying logic, the word spans and the
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functional structure features of the derivational component of the
framework. The later suffices to give analyses of semantic modifi-
cation phenomena using a fraction of the formal machinery of the
LFG-plus-Glue framework.

. Relating Dominance Formalisms, Alexander Koller and Owen
Rambow

One of the most useful relations that can be used in describing
sets of trees in a compact way is the dominance relation, i.e., the
relation between a node in a directed graph or tree and all the nodes
that are reachable from it. This relation has been used to describe
sets of readings of scope ambiguities in computational semantics.
This relation has also been used in generative grammar formalisms
used for syntax, where dominance relations are used to constrain the
application of grammar rules; this work is closely related to work on
tree formalisms which uses tree descriptions rather than trees. In this
paper, we establish a formal relationship between these two lines of
research for the first time. We present a translation of normal dom-
inance graphs into Unordered Vector Grammars with Dominance
Links (UVG-DL) and prove that the configurations of the dominance
graph and the parse trees of the grammar correspond to each other.
In addition, we also prove that the charts that are computed by the
standard solver for dominance graphs and the standard parser for
UVG-DL are identical for a certain large class of dominance graphs.
This means that normal dominance graphs can be seen as a fragment
of UVG-DL with particularly benign computational properties.

. Solving Unrestricted Dominance Graphs, Alexander Koller
and Stefan Thater

We present the first ever algorithm for solving unrestricted dom-
inance graphs. The algorithm extends existing polynomial solvers
for restricted classes of dominance graphs, which are not sufficient
to model newer theories of scope ambiguity. Using the new solver,
these theories now have access to an efficient solver for the first time.
The solver runs in cubic time; for those graph classes that could be
solved in the past, the runtime is reduced to the same quadratic time
that the most efficient previous solvers achieved.

. The String-Generative Capacity of Regular Dependency

Languages, Marco Kuhlmann and Mathias Möhl
This paper contributes to the formal theory of dependency gram-

mar. We apply the classical concept of algebraic recognizability to
characterize regular sets of dependency structures, and show how in
this framework, two empirically relevant structural restrictions on
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dependency analyses yield infinite hierarchies of ever more expres-
sive string languages.

. An MCTAG with Tuples for Coherent Constructions in

German, Timm Lichte
This paper introduces the notion of tree tuples to MCTAG, an ex-

tension of Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG). Using tuples and node
sharing we can provide an empirically broad and linguistically sound
analysis of coherent constructions and scrambling in German, with-
out the compulsive use of traces or the additional descriptive means
in former MCTAG approaches.

. A Montagovian Generative Lexicon, Bruno Mery, Christian
Retoré and Christian Bassac

Generative Lexical Semantics aims, among other things, to model
co-compositional meanings that classical Montague semantics is un-
able to express. This paper presents a simple extension of Montague
semantics using the standard compositional mechanisms, together
with specific terms provided by the lexicon, in order to account for
this theory, forming a type logic which would be both simpler and
easier to implement than the formulations currently used.

. Type Similarity for the Lambek-Grishin Calculus, Michael
Moortgat and Mati Pentus

We discuss the relation of type similarity for the type calculus LG:
a symmetric version of the pure logic of residuation with structure-
preserving interaction principles. We show that in LG the similarity
relation can be characterized in terms of an interpretation in the
free Abelian group generated by the type atoms. LG thus achieves
the same level of expressivity with respect to similarity as the as-
sociative/commutative calculus LP without any loss of structural
discrimination.

. Filtering Axiom Links for Proof Nets, Richard Moot
An important problem for proving statements in multimodal cat-

egorial grammar is that even when using proof nets - which improve
upon proof search in natural deduction and sequent calculus by iden-
tifying all equivalent proofs - the number of possible axiom links to
consider is still enormous.

I discuss four different, efficiently computable strategies to reduce
the total number of axiom links being performed. Two of these - the
acyclicity and connectedness check and the planarity check - are well-
known and I will just mention them briefly. A new criterion uses a
context-free grammar to compute the derivability relation between
unary prefixes on multimodal formulas. A final criterion uses the
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fact that the axiom link must be part of a total linking to eliminate
choices which are globally incoherent.

To evaluate the resulting combined strategy, I have generated a
large number of random, provable Lambek calculus statements. Of
the 15.946 possible axiom links for these statements, there are 2.546
which correspond to different proofs. The combined strategy filters
out 97.9% of the axiom links which are not part of any proof net.

. Identification of Natural Languages in the Limit: Explor-

ing Frontiers of Finite Elasticity for General Combinatory

Grammars, Erwan Moreau
Kanazawa has proposed several learnability results in Gold’s

model for categorial grammars (mainly AB grammars). In this paper
we explore the interests and limits of the method he used: we extend
his main result to some subset of General Combinatory Grammars,
and also provide a counter-example in order to locate the frontier
of such a method. Our results tend to show that Kanazawa’s good
results mainly rest on some AB grammars specific properties.


